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friday- may 30, 1980 
The G Slews 
Bowling 'Green State University 
column 
one Champion presents revised ACGFA proposal 
ACGFA appeals 
to be reviewed 
A committee has been form- 
ed to review appeals of the 
1980-01 Advisory Committee on 
General Fee Allocations 
recommendations. 
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice 
provost for institutional plann- 
ing and student affairs, will 
chair the committee, which in- 
cludes one graduate and two 
undergraduate students. 
Guidelines for the appeals 
process are as follows: 
• All appeals must be receiv- 
ed in Eakin's office, in writing, 
no later than 5 p.m. next Mon- 
day; 
• Appeals must be addressed 
to the original budget request 
presented to ACGFA. New, 
modified budget requests will 
not be considered; 
• Written appeals should in- 
clude a specific statement of 
the basis for an appeal. Appeal- 
ing groups should be as specific 
as possible in delineating the 
rationale for an appeal; 
• Attention will be focused on 
whether or not procedural er- 
rors were committed by 
ACGFA; 
• Oral testimonies, if desired, 
can be scheduled by calling 
Sharon Franklin at 372-2917; 
• Meetings will be open to the 
public and held in the Assembly 
Room, McFall Center; and 
• Recommendations to 
University President Hollis A. 
Moore Jr. are expected by June 
5. 
Prof to develop 
meat-eating tomato 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - A 
researcher at North Carolina 
State University is working on 
a plan to turn the tables on the 
animal kingdom. He's trying, in 
effect, to create a meat-eating 
tomato. 
The wild varieties are 
covered with glandular hairs 
that secrete a sticky 
substance, trapping small in- 
sects rash enough to land on the 
plants, mortally poisoning pests 
in as little as 20 minutes or 
merely paralyzing them. 
weather 
Cloudy, warm. High 86 F (30 
C), low 63 F (17 C), SO percent 
chance of precipitation. 
by Kavln Sattlage 
stall raportar 
Efforts by an ad hoc committee to 
formulate a recommendation on the 
Advisory Committee on General Fee 
Allocations membership continued at 
yesterday's meeting with a revised 
proposal from Dr. Ernest A. Cham- 
pion. 
Champion, assistant director of 
ethnic studies and ad hoc committee 
member, had presented an earlier 
proposal listing 11 categories of 
representatives which would directly 
elect or select members to ACGFA. 
His revised proposal would allow 
eight of the original 11 categories, ex- 
cluding faculty, staff and intram- 
murals, to directly select members. 
In addition, it provides for five 
members-three undergraduate and 
two graduate students-to be ap- 
pointed through a selection board. 
EACH OF the eight categories 
would select another member to sit on 
the selection board, which would be 
coordinated by the Student Govern- 
ment Association representative to 
the Board of Trustees. 
In the hour of discussion following 
Champion's suggestion, three other 
committee members made verbal 
proposals for a selection process. 
Referring to the eight categories 
identified in his revised proposal, 
Champion said, "We (the committee) 
have been charged with restructuring 
ACGFA to come up with something 
new that will work. These are groups 
whose voices have to be heard. 
"In our work here, we are not trying 
to get minorities on ACGFA, but their 
views should be there," he added. 
AFTER THE meeting, Champion 
said, "My (revised) proposal is simp- 
ly an honest attempt to do what I think 
will answer most concerns, not all. 
"It (the proposal) also lends itself to 
people who may not want to belong to 
any individual group. I think we can 
get a very satisfactory solution in 
this," he said. 
But he emphasized, "It's not 
something I'm recommending, it's 
just a suggestion." 
Beverly L. Mullins, committee 
chairman and director of the Office of 
Equal Opportunity Compliance, said 
at the meeting that Provost Michael 
R Ferrari had extended the commit- 
tee's deadline until the end of next 
week. 
But "in view of the time, we are just 
spinning our wheels...we are going 
nowhere fast," she said after the hour- 
long discussion. She then suggested 
that the committee table the issue of 
ACGFA composition until meetings 
Wednesday and Thursday at 8:30 a.m. 
MULLINS ALSO asked each 
member who wished to make a pro- 
posal to "put them in writing" and 
submit them to be copied for the com- 
mittee's consideration. 
The committee discussed the 
"purpose and function" and the 
"orientation for ACGFA" sections 
from Champion's original proposal. 
Dr. Susan S. Arpad, associate pro- 
fessor of popular culture who 
represents Women's Studies on the 
committee, suggested that an 
awareness of ACGFA should be 
brought out in the orientation. 
"The (University) groups 
themselves need to be educated as to 
what ACGFA is and educate the 
University about ACGFA's purpose. I 
suggest some kind of information 
campaign for all students," Arpad 
said. 
At the close of the meeting, Mull- 
ings listed as issues to be dealt with at 
Wednesday's meeting the purpose and 
function of ACGFA, the various pro- 
posals on composition and the ACGFA 
orientation process. 
EOC Office works to 
maintain its momentum 
stall photo by Scott Keeler 
Ron Staphenson, ol 214 Napoleon Road, grabs a watermelon from the produce rack at the Food 
Town Super Market. 104S N. Main St., yesterday. Staphenson won the Kappa Sigma shopping sprea 
raffle which allowed him to dash through the store in three minutes and collect up to $500 worth ol 
groceries. After the allotted time, Stephenson carted away $422 in groceries. 
by Paula Wlnslow 
stall reporter 
Ten years ago the nation felt the 
pressure of a tremendous push toward 
equal opportunity for minorities in 
jobs and education. 
In 1980, that momentum seems to 
have slowed; affirmative action is not 
always in the limelight anymore. But 
that trend has not slowed the Univer- 
sity's Office of Equal Opportunity 
Compliance, nor its director, Beverly 
L. Mullins. 
"Whenever people's attention is 
heightened, when something is in the 
news, and then it stops being news, 
there is a trend to be complacent," 
Mullins said, referring to the coun- 
try's attitude toward civil rights. 
"You have to continue to be ag- 
gressive in your efforts despite what 
the mood is; to increase awareness, to 
increase recruiting efforts," she con- 
tinued. 
THAT GOAL of achieving progress 
in equal opportunity is what the 
University had in mind when the Of- 
fice of Affirmative Action was created 
in 1972. The office later was renamed 
the Office of Human Resources, and in 
1976 became EOC. 
The capstone to the equal opportuni- 
ty effort fell into place April 1977 when 
the University Board of Trustees ap- 
proved an Affirmative Action Plan for 
students, faculty and staff to ensure 
against discrimination because of 
race or sex. 
The plan is the main focus of EOC, 
Mullins said 
"EOC is the whole ball of wax about 
affirmative action," she said, noting 
that it ensures that federal guidelines 
are followed in efforts to hire women 
and minorities, complies with affir- 
mative action reports and performs 
other duties. 
NOT ONLY must Mullins fight the 
weakening emphasis on equal oppor- 
tunity, but also a tendency for people 
to become "turned off' by affirmative 
action. One example is white males 
who fear that reverse discrimination 
will give away their jobs to women 
and minorities. 
The best way to rout that feeling is 
for EOC to be an "educative process" 
in which the director tells the com- 
munity about affirmative action 
through speaking to classes, serving 
on committees, conducting workshops 
and distributing literature, Mullins 
said. 
"But our biggest role is to make 
sure that we're doing what is right in 
terms of the laws and regulations," 
she added. 
Even when following the Universi- 
ty's affirmative action plan and 
federal guidelines, successfully 
recruiting women and minorities can 
be difficult, Mullins noted. 
IT ESPECIALLY IS challenging to 
attract qualified minorities to the 
campus "because the community is 
not particularly conducive to 
minorities to want to come and live 
here," she said, noting Bowling 
Green's mostly white, middle-class 
makeup. 
Another reason is the law of supply 
and demand. 
"There are a lot of areas that have 
one black graduate all year and he's 
the only black graduate in several 
continued on page 4 
Teaming upon retirement 
Writing couple moves on to Texas Anderses have watched campus evolve 
by Lisa Bowers 
Retirement will be a step in a new direction for a hus- 
band and wife faculty team. 
Fred Eckman, creative writing professor, and his wife, 
Martha, associate professor of English and technical 
writing coordinator, both will retire at the end of this 
quarter and move to El Paso, Texas. 
Fred, who has been at the University since 1961, says 
retirement will be a new experience for him because he 
has not been without a job since his paper route when he 
was 10 years old. 
"I feel like I need a rest," he said. "I would like to get 
more writing done and maybe pick up on things I used to 
do, like playing the guitar and banjo. 
"I THINK MOSTLY I will do a lot of reading, writing 
and loafing. But I probably won't give up teaching 
altogether. I may teach part time at one of the two 
universities that will be near by. But that is after I rest," 
he said. 
His wife has different plans. 
"I don't intend to stop working until I'm 110 years old. 
If I did, I would climb the walls. I hope to become af- 
filiated with a large publishing division in Texas and put 
into practice what I've been teaching my students," Mar- 
tha, a faculty member since 1963, said. 
"I have supported myself since I was 17. On occasions I 
have thought it would be nice to take a rest and not work, 
but every time I've tried it I've been bored silly," she 
said. 
BOTH THE ECKMANS said they believe they have 
received benefits from having each other at the Universi- 
ty. 
"Professionally, it has given me the opportunity to talk 
about University issues with someone who I trust im- 
plicitly," Martha said, noting that this helps her decide 
about the issues. 
"Fred and I agree on most issues that do arise. 
Because of his ability to verbalize, I can better picture 
things in my own mind," she added. 
"WE AGREED a long time ago not to let our profes- 
sional lives conflict," he added. "We both prefer loose ar- 
rangements, and we don't tie down each other's 
schedules." 
The Eckmans agree there have been many changes in 
students since the two came to the University. 
"When I first came here students were obedient and 
they followed the administration. In the late '60s there 
was more of a trend in individualism," Fred recalled. 
"Now students are almost practical to a fault. 
"They pay money for schooling, write their papers, 
receive their degree and trade that piece of paper in for a 
job," he added. 
Martha agreed. 
"STUDENTS USED TO emphasize 'me' and 'I,' but to- 
day they seem more willing to take their place in the 
world of work. They are more interested in working with 
the system instead of destroying it," she said. 
The only changes Martha said she would like to see at 
the University are more "full-time professional 
academic and career counselors and a revised general 
bulletin. 
"I think we need a whole battalion of counselors. We 
need them to help make people aware of the job market 
and new opportunities available for women. 
"After all," she said, "work is the rent you pay to oc- 
cupy space on this planet." 
by Kim Van Wart 
stall raportar 
It is not often that a person can say that he has grown 
with the University. But two faculty members have lived 
with the changing campus and now are bidding it 
farewell. 
Retiring with his wife, Dr. Hanns K. Anders, professor 
of chemistry, said, "I wouldn't retire and leave her 
(Edith) working." Edith H. Anders is a cataloger at the 
University Library. 
The couple decided they were ready to relax and pur- 
sue interests that they never had time for while working. 
"It was a mutual decision for both of us. She (Edith) 
wants to read, paint and play the piano - things she now 
pushes aside," Hanns said. 
EDITH ADDED, "I'm looking forward to reading the 
books I have been cataloging all these years." 
They will not have any trouble keeping busy, Hanns 
said. "I am a do-body and like to repair things. I will 
teach a class at the University if needed." 
"We can't get locked into routine. Our schedules have 
been too flexible over the years," Edith said. 
Even though they plan to spend more time at their cot- 
tage in Canada, Hanns and Edith will keep their 
residence in Bowling Green. 
"WE LIKE it here. It's home," Edith said, noting that 
they both are aware of what the city has to offer its 
residents." 
Hanns said, "We have watched the University evolve 
from a small campus to something like a big city. When I 
first came here the enrollment was 1,500 and is now 
15,000.1 knew almost everyone on campus and now don't 
even know all the faculty." 
The campus has changed a great deal, he added. "It 
was a tremendous thing to watch." 
Hanns and Edith would meet or occasionally call each 
other during the day. "I think we have seen more of each 
other in the recent years than in the earlier ones," Hanns 
said. "Our loads were heavier at first and we both knew 
that we had other things to do." 
HANNS TAUGHT at the University from 1942-46, and 
met Edith in 1945. They were married in 1947 and moved 
to Columbus where Hanns completed his master's degree 
in chemistry. 
A graduate of Oberlin College and Ohio State Universi- 
ty, Hanns worked as a chief chemist in the industrial 
hygiene division of the state Department of Health while 
in Columbus. 
Edith, with a master's in library science from the 
University of Michigan, had three children during the 10 
years they lived in Columbus. 
Moving back to Bowling Green, Hanns resumed 
teaching in 1957 and Edith cataloging in 1968. 
THERE NEVER have been any problems between the 
two of them while working at the University, Hanns said. 
Edith added that differing time schedules are part of 
their lifestyles. "Hanns' hours change all the time. It is a 
part of teaching that you get used to. 
"He (Hanns) has been a liberated male from the start, 
and has shared the household responsibilities. I haven't 
been abused," she said. 
"It's only good sense that if she (Edith) isn't home 
when I get there, I will have to cook for myself," Hanns 
said. 
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Evangelism: Praise the Lord and pass the salvation 
Spring quarter brings out all the 
crazies. I'm not talking about the 
holier-than-thou humane society who 
doesn't want students chasing pigs, or 
even the countless organizations who 
are making countless demands on the 
administration. 
No, I'm talking about a friend of 
mine-well, now he's a friend of mine- 
Max Lynch. 
Anyone walking by the Union the 
last couple of days has seen Max. Ch- 
at least seen the band of crazies he 
travels with. And yesterday there was 
a story about Max in the News. 
But, unfortunately because of space 
limitations, the whole story didn't get 
printed. 
BESIDES the mindless rhetoric 
Lynch spewed about women not being 
focus 
Gary Benz 
staff reporter 
equal to men (maybe it wasn't so 
mindless), he gave a little insight on 
just how he is able to support himself, 
his family, his luxury car and his 
11-room house. 
Lynch said that after his work here 
is finished, he will be traveling to the 
University of Minnesota, "because 
it's a tradition of ours to be at the 
University of Minnesota the first week 
of June." 
But, with the price of gas, Lynch 
said it is becoming more expensive to 
travel. He said, though, that he gets 
the money to travel through God. 
"I work for God full time. He pays 
me. I get paid in monetary terms- 
indirectly of course," he said. 
For example, he said a Christian in 
the crowd might shake his hand and 
slip him a $20 bill. But, he said, he 
never seeks donations from the 
crowd. 
"I HAVE a contract with God. If I 
will do what he wants me to do, he'll 
pay my bills," he said. 
It's kind of like the contract I have 
with the financial aid office. 
Lynch continued: "He (God, of 
course) might tell me to buy a piece of 
property then sell it, or buy an 
automobile then sell it - at a big profit 
of course." 
A big profit indeed. Lynch related a 
story about how God told him to pur- 
chase a piece of land. A few months 
later, Lynch said, he turned a $22,000 
profit. 
"God might even send an angel to 
give me a gold nugget," he said. 
SO FAR, though, God hasn't sent 
him any gold nuggets. He hasn't even 
sent him any of the Hunt brothers' 
silver. 
You kind of have to wonder about 
one of Lynch's evangelistic cohort, 
Cindy Lasater. 
Cindy is a 22-year-old bom-again 
prophet who has a penchant for con- 
demning rock'n'roll music while 
quoting the Rolling Stones. 
Time after time Thursday, she kept 
yelling "I can't get no satisfaction." 
Heck, that's not too bad though. The 
best Max could do was quote Bill 
Haley and the Comets, shouting, 
"This place will shake, rattle and 
roll." 
CINDY'S AN interesting being. Max 
says she was converted to Christ while 
on the campus of the University of 
Florida. 
He said that one day while he was 
down there preaching, Cindy was in 
the crowd heckling him. But after 
that, she came up to him, and the rest 
is history. 
As Max would say, "Even the 
hecklers can be converted." 
But, I think Cindy was perverted in- 
stead of converted. Why? Because all 
she preached about was sex, sex, sex, 
sex, shacking up, fornication and 
homosexuality. She called everyone 
either whoremongers or harlots. She 
even went as far to say that no one on 
this campus is happy. 
"You all just think you're happy. 
But you can't get no satisfaction. None 
of you know what love is," she yelled. 
EVERYONE kind of laughed. She 
told the women that men don't really 
love them, they only want to know 
them sexually. After they explore 
their inner regions, they'll drop 'em 
like a used kleenex. 
Well, maybe. But when she asked a 
woman in the crowd if she was engag- 
ing in sexual activity the women snap- 
ped back that she was. 
I thought Cindy was going to drop 
her drawers in amazement. Turns 
out that about a half dozen guys ran up 
to the girl in the crowd and got her 
phone number. 
opinion, 
Apathy is all right 
in the Ohio primary 
When elections roll around from time to time, there 
are always pleas from many people about how 
everyone doesn't care enough to vote but that they should. 
And we are usually the first to go along with that; after 
all, we believe in political participation as much as the next 
guy. 
But Tuesday's Ohio presidential primary comes as close 
to a case for justifiable apathy as anything we have seen in 
a long time. 
The Ohio secretary of state predicted Wednesday that 44 
?2rcent of Ohio's eligible voters will bother to cast ballots 
uesday. That is down from the 51 percent of the 1976 
presidential primary. 
That really should not be a big surprise. This presidential 
campaign, even in the beginning, did little to create in- 
terest. 
Now, just as the Ohio primary arrives, the campaign is 
over - with the same nominees we had before the Iowa 
caucuses. 
The state has been pounded into a funk by layoffs, plant 
closings and higher prices. There is no promise for relief 
from the two frontrunners, and so the depression (mentally 
speaking) grows deeper. 
Elections have always been the salvation where we could 
throw the bum out and get someone in who could do the job. 
Ohioans see that in the primaries of the two major parties 
there is no option. They will stay at home. 
"ZB FCOLS/ZEY T<xV MB 1 WAS WKCNGTo OWEVlSiTYou/ FTUl/ WHO^ZEYToCRITlOZH 
WBRT 6I2ARD D,HS1A)N^/ 71 GREATEST^ORJS/vW IN ALLIANCE?' 
Misconceptions surround Women for Women group 
From the article about the Student 
Government Association sponsored 
debate on the Advisory Committee on 
General Fee Allocations in last Fri- 
day's BG News, it is clear that 
misunderstandings exist about the 
role of Women for Women. This col- 
umn is an attempt to explain what 
members of Women for Women stand 
for and who we represent. 
First, in the broadest terms, the 
purpose of Women for Women is to 
fight sexism. Sexism is discrimination 
against women because they are 
women, just as racism is discrimina- 
tion against racial or ethnic 
minorities who differ from the domi- 
nant group. 
We have heard people say there 
should be a Men's Studies Program or 
a Men for Men organization, but our 
argument is that most academic 
studies and organizations already on 
campus represent the male view, 
even though they are not called 
"History of Men" or "Men's 
Literature." Sexism is discrimination 
against women, not against men, 
because men are the dominant sex. 
focus 
Frances Perry 
Women lor Women adviser 
Similarly, racism is discrimination 
against blacks - not whites, because 
whites are dominant. This is not to say 
that sexism does not have negative 
consequences for men who suffer 
from the limitations imposed by sex 
role stereotyping, but when we look at 
the individuals who actually are in 
positions of power and decision mak- 
ing, we see they are predominantly 
white men. 
When we speak of sexism, we mean 
the oppression of women in every area 
of life from our exclusion from the 
highest positions of political, 
economic and religious power to the 
fear almost all of us feel about walk- 
ing down a street alone at night in 
Bowling Green. Some women say they 
do not feel oppressed, that they have 
never been discriminated against on 
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the basis of sex, that they are not 
feiriinists and see no need for the 
women's movement. One reason they 
make such statements is perhaps that 
there has been a women's movement 
which has brought some changes. 
BUT, WHATEVER the reason or 
motivation behind these statements, 
we answer that not everyone feels the 
effects of sexism in the same way - 
not everyone feels it in a personal 
way. Still the objective facts exist. 
What is women's average pay com- 
pared with that of men? How do the 
salaries of female graduates compare 
with those of men beginning in the 
same fields? How many women at the 
University major in "non-traditional" 
fields - those areas where the pay is 
highest? What percentage of the 
faculty are female? How many 
women are in top administrative posi- 
tions at the University? How many 
women are U.S. Senators? How many 
are Supreme Court justices? How 
many women governors of Ohio have 
we had? What is the current state of 
reproductive rights in Ohio? What 
happens to University women who are 
raped and how many have been raped 
this year? Where do your turn if you 
are being sexually harrassed by a pro- 
fessor who will assign your grade in a 
course? How many of us have 
mothers or friends who are divorced 
and have to find employment for the 
first time ever or the first time in 
many years? Who has been disgusted 
by the manner in which women are 
portrayed in TV commercials and 
programs? How many of us ever 
wanted to do anything in our lives and 
were told or else felt that it was a 
boy's thing or a man's thing to do, 
even though we knew we could do it as 
well as anyone? 
These questions and their answers 
are what we mean by sexism - 
Discrimination by law, deliberate acts 
of violence and subtle sex role 
stereotyping. The patterns clearly are 
discernable and they affect every one 
of our lives, whether we acknowledge 
it or not. True, some women do not 
care that they earn far less money 
than men but there are exceptions to 
the rule. Some women do not care that 
few women are elected to high 
political offices or that women have 
been working for 50 years for constitu- 
tional equality. But there are 
thousands of women who do care and 
who are working to change things, and 
that is what feminism and the 
women's movement are all about. 
There are different ways of speaking 
about it and different styles of action, 
and many of those are found in 
Women for Women. 
We are sometimes asked who 
Women for Women represents. We do 
not claim to represent all students on 
campus in the sense of being elected 
representatives like SGA office 
holders. We do, however, claim to 
represent the interests of women at 
DOONESBURY 
the University as we see theni. We 
make this claim because we are con- 
cerned with issues that affect the lives 
and choices of all women - and conse- 
quently also affect all men.     ' 
WE ARE concerned about legal 
equality, equal employment, equal 
pay, the lack of representation by 
women in the political and judicial 
systems, poverty in which women of 
all ethnic groups and ages are over- 
represented, rape and other forms of 
violence against women, and sex role 
stereotyping in the mass media and in 
textbooks. We present programs con- 
cerning these issues. 
With limited resources we are try- 
ing to provide information - books, 
files and women's movement publica- 
tions - in the Women's Center for 
students   writing   papers  and  for 
anyone who wants the information for 
whatever reason. Many of our 
members are involved in action pro- 
jects - seeking a shelter for battered 
women, attempting to preserve 
reproductive rights in Ohio, creating 
women's art and culture, working for 
national ratification of the Equal 
Rights Amendment and advocating 
change in many areas where we 
believe the choices and achievements 
of women are restricted or limited. 
We would like to invite some of the 
individuals who worry about the 
representation of "non-feminist" 
women at the University to attend our 
programs or examine the information 
in the Women's Center before making 
judgments about us - and particularly 
this applies to the members of 
ACGFA, who this year happened to be 
all white males. 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Kennedy's stand on major issues 
related by nephew Timothy Shriver 
Timothy Shriver 
stall photo by Tim Westhoven 
briefs 
by Kim Van Wart 
atatt reporter 
Family bonds can be strong, whether members are 
together spiritually or physically. Timothy Shriver and 
his uncle Sen. Edward Kennedy may be miles apart, but 
as a team they are campaigning for Kennedy's nomina- 
tion of the Democratic Party. 
On campus yesterday, Shriver said, "We are taking the 
issues to the people and are doing the best we can do. We 
will not give up." 
Shriver discussed Kennedy's stand on major issues fac- 
ing Americans today. 
"The most dramatic and stunning issue is that of the 
economy," he said. "Carter has always worked with a 
recession to stop inflation, and what Teddy wants is a 
wage and price control to immediately stop inflation 
without putting people out of work." 
Focusing on energy, he said, "We are against the gas 
tax. Gas should be rationed, so that everyone bears the 
same burden of conserving. Sure, with a gasoline tax the 
consumption would go down, but not for rich people, only 
those who couldn't afford the tax." 
NUCLEAR POWER plants should be converted to coal 
because of their danger, he added. "Ted is the first to go 
with solar power, but our future lies with coal." 
Shifting the discussion to abortion, he said, "It is better 
to convince people not to have abortions, than to tell them 
it is wrong. Ted thinks that there should be a teen-age 
pregnancy center available to women. He is not going to 
challenge the domain of the courts; he will uphold the 
constitution. Only when the mother is in danger should 
the abortion be permitted." 
In reference to the Cuban refugees, he said Kennedy 
favors uniting families, but added that "we shouldn't ac- 
cept convicts." 
President Carter was unwise to bring the deposed Shah 
of Iran into the country, he continued. 
"Teddy favors negotiation as a means to free the 
hostages. He is supporting Carter now, however, because 
it is a time of crisis." 
HE ADDED that Kennedy thinks defense spending 
should be tightened. 
"We are advocating a 3-percent increase in defense 
spending, but in terms of where the money should be in- 
vested, we think it should go into conventional forces," he 
said. 
Shriver said that when there were rumors about Ken- 
nedy running for president, bis uncle was very popular 
with the public. "But when he announced his candidacy, 
he was kind of de-mythicized and people changed their 
feelings." 
Kennedy did not run a good campaign in the beginning, 
and was lacking in positive strategies, he continued. "He 
(Kennedy) was killed in the first six weeks." 
Shriver said he enjoys campaigning for his uncle. 
"It is fun. I run around and people constantly take my 
picture," he said. 
Electronic music concert 
Student composers will present electronic music Mon- 
day at 7:30 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall, Musical Arts 
Center. The multi-media program will include pieces in- 
corporating the use of poetry, dance and conventional in- 
struments. The concert is free and public. 
Foster care -- parent training 
The first workshop in a series on foster care-parent 
training seminars will be June 3 from 9 a.m. to noon in the 
Alumni Room, University Union. The three-hour training 
session dealing with various stages of adolescent 
development will be presented by Thomas Carlisi, pro- 
ject director of the Family Counseling Program at Rose- 
mont School in Columbus, Ohio. The event, sponsored by 
the Ohio Youth Commission, is free and public. 
Batik workshop planned 
A batik workshop, being taught by artist Rochana 
Junkasem of Bangkok, Thailand, will be conducted 
Saturday in 202 Fine Arts Bldg. Enrollment is limited to 
20 participants who will complete two pieces during the 
workshop, from 8:30 a.m. to noon, and from 1-5 p.m. A $25 
fee is required. For more information or to register call 
372-2786. 
Play to close tomorrow 
The University Theater Production of Shakespeare's 
"Antony and Cleopatra" will complete its four-night run 
at the Main Auditorium today and tomorrow at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $3 for adults, $2 for high school students and 
senior citizens, and $1 for University students. For ticket 
reservations call 372-2719. 
WSA picnic tomorrow 
The World Student Association picnic is tomorrow at 3 
p.m. at Greenview Party Room, Napolean Road. The 
event is open only to those who pre-registered in 16 
Williams Hall. For more information call 372-3036. 
LSU to sponsor concert 
A free concert, featuring "The Resistors" and "The 
Birds of Fire," will be held on the front steps of Williams 
Hall today at 1 p.m. The event, sponsored by The Latin 
Student Union, is public. 
Candidate withdraws 
Bowling Green Attorney Allen R. Baldwin announced 
today that he has withdrawn as an independent candidate 
today for Wood County Commissioner. 
County Republican Convention 
A county Republican convention, featuring U.S. 
Representatives Ralph Regula of Navarre and Delbert 
Latta, will be held at the Junior Fair Building at the Wood 
County Fairgrounds today, beginning at 7 p.m. In addi- 
tion to speeches, a silent auction will be held, food will be 
served and Miss BGSU 1960, Dawn Meadows, will sing 
the medley of songs that helped her win that title. The 
event is free and public. 
Housing deposits for convention 
Persons who have signed up to attend the Republican 
National Convention in Detroit in July must turn in their 
housing deposits to the School of Journalism by noon, 
June 4. The amount due is based on $17.50 for every night 
in Detroit. For more information call 372-2391. 
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Thicks & Trailers for Rent 
*• iMtur* Dodge 4 ome* '"»• 8" t aea* true** 
Local and One Way 
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• 24 hr road service A insurance 
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DON'T STRETCH YOUR NECK 
LOOKING FOR APARTMENTS 
12 BRAND NEW Furnished 
Apartments Now Available 
Beginning Sept. 15 
At 
h   FRAZEE APARTMENTS 
s 
Two Bathrooms 
One Large Bedroom 
One Year Lease $325/Mo. 
Nine Month Lease $420/Mo 
Plus Electric 
MAURER GREEN 
REALTY 
A L\ orstop By 224 E. Wooster 
THOMAS W. 
KOHL 
WOOD COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
A DEMOCRAT 
"A Professional 
for A Professional Office." 
• Endorsed by the* 
•wood County Democratic Party * 
WE'RE CONTINUING OUR SPECTACULAR 
OFF 301 
-N. MAIN ST/DOWNTOWN 
-E. WOOSTER/CAMPUS 
On Any Regular Priced LP Or Prerecorded Tape   * 
7 M LP's Only $4 gQ|   8 * LP's only$5.99!« 
THURSDAY thru-SUNDAY     TAKE S1 OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
"Efficient, Effective and Professional service 
to our county should be the primary concern 
cif our prosecutor. The work of our Prosecutor's 
office should be carried on without nepotism." —Thomas w. Kohl 
Committee  to  Elect  KOHL   PROSECUTOR     Warren J. Lotz, Daniel M. Knorek: Co-Chairman 
George C. Munger. Finance Chairman, 226 E. 2nd St., Perrysburg, Ohio 
43451 
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EOC from page 1 
years. That person is a hot commodity 
and may or may not go to Bowling 
Green," Mullins explained. 
Also, certain fields attract women 
and minorities because of their 
nature. For example, home 
economics traditionally is a woman's 
field and ethnic studies is saturated 
with minorities, she said. 
SUCH ARE THE circumstances 
EOC is up against when it monitors 
employment activities for faculty and 
contract staff positions. The office 
does not handle classified civil service 
employees; they are monitored by 
personnel services. 
Specifically, EOC is responsible for 
ensuring that federal guidelines and 
procedures are followed when a 
department has a job opening, she 
said. After the department notifies 
EOC of the opening, EOC must OK the 
request before the department begins 
advertising the job and recruiting. 
This is where EOC plays a vital role, 
Mullins explained. As director, she 
checks the University's affirmative 
action plan, a large book listing each 
department's goals for having a cer- 
tain number of females or minority 
members on its staff. The numbers 
are not quotas, but guidelines updated 
annually by EOC and the provost and 
based on census information and na- 
tional labor market figures. 
When a department is seeking 
employees, Mullins reminds it of the 
affirmative action goal and notifies it 
to make a "good faith effort" to find 
qualified women or minorities to fill 
that spot. 
EOC'S ONLY direct involvement in 
recruiting women or minorities is a 
monthly listing of all job openings at 
the University sent to more than 200 
four-year minority institutions. 
EOC also investigates discrimina- 
tion complaints and provides informa- 
tion for investigations being done by 
various state or federal agencies. 
Grievances make up about 10-15 
percent of EOC's work load, Mullins 
said, and concern issues such as 
women not receiving the same salary 
as a man in a comparable job, or a 
minority being treated differently 
because of his race. 
Although faculty, staff and students 
can file complaints with the office, 
Mullins said that few students use the 
office in that capacity. 
EOC's other areas of responsibility 
are compiling reports to federal agen- 
cies for the University concerning af- 
firmative action and informing the 
University community about new 
legislation that has an impact on affir- 
mative action. 
The EOC director also serves as an 
ex officio member of several commit- 
tees, such as the Equal Opportunity 
Committee and the Human Rights 
Commission. 
Mullins said she is satisfied with the 
University's affirmative action 
record, but sees room for improve- 
ment. 
"I'd like to see us make a little bit 
better progress, but I think probably 
any institution would say that," she 
said. "That's not to say that we're 
bad, but you can always make im- 
provements." 
'I'm a brother with all the respect of a woman' 
'Mom' will say goodbye to men of Sigma Chi 
by Chuck Hausteld 
"I needed to find something more than a job," said Lenore A. 
Nightingale. That is exactly what she found when she accepted the posi- 
tion of Sigma Chi fraternity houseparent. 
Nightingale has been a houseparent for six years and she says she has 
not regretted one minute of it. 
"I wouldn't trade this life for anything." 
Nightingale will retire at the end of this quarter and move to New 
Orleans to be nearer to her daughter and her family. 
NIGHTINGALE CALLS her experience as a houseparent very rewar- 
ding and says she feels very much a part of the fraternity. 
"I loved it. I'll miss it. There is not one guy I've had that I didn't get to 
know. There are no subjects that we don't cover. I'm just 'mom.'" 
"Mom" lives with 47 men in the fraternity house, and since she has been 
there the number of brothers has not been fewer than 87. 
Before coming to Bowling Green, Nightingale was the residence direc- 
tor for YWCA in Youngstown. "I was 'Mrs.' Nightingale there," she mus- 
ed. 
"BEING A HOUSEPARENT is a very rewarding job. It is needing peo- 
ple and being needed. It takes a special breed - you have to be compas- 
sionate. 
"They make mistakes, but you still love them," she says. "Here, I'm a 
brother with all the respect of a woman." 
A houseparent's life also can be a very educational experience, she 
says. "This life keeps you young. You can't be shocked by anything. Their 
concerns are my concerns." 
Nightingale also is interested in the total greek system: "The greek 
system is very important. It keeps character. Young people in fraternities 
keep up with social manners and graces. You can't take their culture 
away. It (the greek system) advances culture." 
Nightingale was interested in Sigma Chi before she became a 
houseparent. 
"I'M A Sigma Chi. Everybody in my family was a Sigma Chi." When 
Nightingale applied at the University, there were five openings. Sigma 
Chi was the only house she considered. 
Nightingale sees herself as a landlord, mother away from home, hostess 
for the house and a brother. 
"More than anything else, you have to be a good listener," she says. 
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Lenore A. Nightingale 
They said tuberculosis was hopeless. 
They said smallpox was hopeless. 
They said polio was hopeless. 
Cancer is only a disease.   I 
American Cancer Society i v 
Rec center triathlon: swimming, biking, running 
by Douglas Mllbrodt 
A new concept in athletic competi- 
tion will come to the Student Recrea- 
tion Center tomorrow. It's the 
triathlon, an event that combines 
swimming biking and running with 
the overall time for all events 
deciding the winner. 
Kim Slattery, coordinator of the 
triathlon, said the idea comes from a 
similar sport in Hawaii. The only dif- 
ference is that in Hawaii they swim in 
the ocean. Cooper Pool will have to do 
here. 
Only eight single competitors and 
three teams have signed up. However, 
Slattery said she isn't disappointed 
with the turnout. 
"We wanted it (the triathlon) to be 
challenging," she said. "I did think 
more teams would sign up, though it's 
a perfect team competition." 
TEAM COMPETITION will be run 
as a relay. 
The event begins at 9 a.m. tomor- 
row with the 1,000-meter swimming 
portion, followed by the 50-kilometer 
bike race. The finale of the triathlon is 
the 15-kilometer run. 
"My greatest concern is that so- 
meone doesn't push themself too far," 
Slattery said. "All along the biking 
and running routes we'll have people 
passing out water, sort of like they do 
at the Boston Marathon." 
The rec center also has secured the 
use of a first-aid van. Slattery said 
that anybody who wants to volunteer 
to help is welcome. 
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MONTGOMERY 
Republican for 
WOOD COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
"Most Qualified Candidate" 
• Prosecutor, City of Perrysburg—serving 
past year and a half as full time prosecutor 
• Assistant Wood County Prosecutor- 
served two years following appointment as 
first full-time Assistant County Prosecutor 
• Criminal Clerk, Lucas County Common 
Pleas Court—served three years full-time 
• Has extensive courtroom experience- 
has prosecuted more than 1000 cases 
has broad criminal jury trial experience 
has comprehensive Court of Appeals 
experience 
has in-depth experience with juvenile 
crime, abuse, and neglect cases 
• has handled zoning and tax cases 
• arbitrator for Municipal Court 
• served on special assignment as prose- 
cutor for Northwood and Sylvania 
Experienced • Qualified • Involved 
Listed in Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities 
' Chosen for Mortar Board, a national 
scholastic, leadership, and service 
honorary organization 
> Awarded the Florence Currier Award as 
outstanding junior woman by the 
Panhellenic Counsel of Bowling Green 
State University 
Presented the Distinguished Service 
Award by Bowling Green State 
University for service to campus and 
community. 
• Member Wood County Bar Association 
• Member Ohio Bar Association 
• Member Lucas County Bar Association 
• Member Toledo Bar Association 
• Former member National District 
Attorney's Association 
• Former board member, Children's 
Resource Center 
• Graduate College of Liberal Arts, 
Bowling Green State University 
• Graduate College of Law, University 
of Toledo 
• Resident of Perrysburg 
• Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. C. W. 
Montgomery, Bowling Green 
• Member Plain Congregational Church, 
Bowling Green 
Montgomery for Prosecutor Committee: Bob Barber, Chairman, 
27024 W. River Road, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 
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DISCOUNTS 
Stop in and Start Your 
Student Discount Dinners Club Card 
After You Purchase 10 Dinners, 
Receive the Next One FREE! 
25%
 
OFF 
1021 S. Main [Any Dinner uyith this 
1450 E. Wooster Coupon 
J Must have College ID 
Student Discount and Coupon Good Thru June 28 
Take stock in America. 
Buy US. Savings Bonds. 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Summer Rates! 
& 2 Bedroom on 21/2 mo. lease 
2 Bedroom Apt. on Napoleon Road 
left for Fall or Summer 
HURRY - GOING FAST! 
Pools — Laundry Facilities 
Home-like Atmosphere 
We Pay Utilities, except Electric & Phone 
Office Hours 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday — Friday 
400 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, Oh. 
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Student Government Association 
"You are losing the chance to 
determine where $288 of your General 
Fees are going." 
WHAT IS ACCFA? (ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS) 
A student dominated committee representative of the entire undergraduate popula- 
tion which recommends the distribution of 4.2 million dollars in your General Fees. 
WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATUS OF ACCFA ? 
A proposal by an ad hoc committee to investigate the ACGFA selection process ex- 
ists that will allow ACGFA to be taken over by special interest groups. SGA feels all 
students should have the opportunity to apply for this committee and passage of 
the ad hoc committee proposal would not permit this. 
SGA feels a better solution exists and has drawn up a counter-proposal. 
APHOC COMMITTEE PROPOSAL 
Since the selection process of ACGFA has resulted in criticism that ACGFA is be- 
ing controlled by certain groups and that other groups do not find representation on 
ACGFA, it is suggested that the representative principle be adopted. For this pur- 
pose, it is suggested that representation on ACGFA be recognized by student 
categories that appear to exist on campus. The following categories and voting pro- 
cedures are suggested: 
Category                          Seats voting 
Student Government Association 2 2 
Black Student Union 
Board of Cultural Activities 1 1 
Latino or Hispanic Groups 1 1 
International or Third World Groups 
(a)Third World Graduate Students 
(b) World Student Association 
(c) African Peoples Association 1 1 
Women's Groups 2 2 
Graduate Students 1 2 
Residence Life 2 2 
Off-CampusCommuter 2 2 
Faculty 1 0 
Staff 1 0 
Intramurals 1 1 
This Is the actual ACGFA committee. 
.Since the selection process of ACGFA has resulted in criticism that ACGFA is be- 
ing controlled by certain groups and that other groups do not find representation on 
ACGFA, it is suggested that the representative principle be adopted in the selection 
process. For this purpose, it is suggested that representation on the ACGFA selec- 
tion committee be recognized by student categories that appear to exist on cam- 
pus. The following categories and seats on the selection committee are outlined. 
category Seats 
Student Government Association 2 
Black Student Union 1 
Black Board of Cultural Activities 1 
Latino or Hispanic Groups 1 
International or Third World Groups 
(a) World Student Association 
(b) African Peoples Association 2 
Women's Groups 2 
COCO 2 
Residence Life 2 
Interfraternity Council 1 
Panhel 1 
This is the selection committee who 
would in turn select the members to 
serve on ACGFA. All students would 
be eligible.! 
*SGA supports the counterproposal because it would better represent all students. 
We want to know what you think. Please call the SGA office with your response. 
(372-0324) 
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LOST A FOUND 
Lost ladies gold watch Texas In 
strument, digital Reward 
"* MS3/3ML  
Lost checkbk with Western type 
vinyl  cover.   Reward   tor  return. 
Call 2 4799 or 7 4649. , 
Lost men's gold ring with bin. 
stone, has much sentimental value. 
Reward ottered, no questions ask 
ed Can Jay 2-3981 if found. 
Founo present wrapped for 
"Banana from Jello"   Pick up at 
dimpus Safety.  
Found Male grey & white cat ap 
prox.    l    year    old.    Vicinity    of 
Williams Si  Call 352 W49  
Found pair ot silver rimmed 
glasses with light blue tinted 
lenses Pick up at 10* Univ Hall, 
BG News 
Found women's watch in Com 
muter lot behind Offenhauer 
2*6»*  
SWAMP PARTY 
Fn   139 s   College     
To our coach. Curt: Ashley 3 lows 
says thanks to our own Sparky 
Anderson for your time & effort! 
Great job! Love, Your no. I team. 
Congratulations MAK v 
RINEHART & CHERYL 
POKELSEK on being elected Vice 
Presidents ot Mortar Board. Love, 
the 3rd roommatt. 
Happy 20th Jim Thanks for the 
past 3 months they've been fan 
tastic! We'll celebrate double with 
"bubbles" tomorrow in Columbus! 
Love, Mary Lynne 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Lost   110   Instamatic   with  brown 
case   Reward  Call 372-3179.  
SERVICES OFFERED  
EXPERT TYPING 
REASONABLE RATES 
352 7305         
Need some typing done? All 
papers thesis, etc Bring your own 
paper   S 75 Call Janet 352 6783 
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding. 
6MPA  353 7041 & 352 2143.  
Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest fees 
Call Akron Women's Clinic toll 
free 1 800 362 9150 
1356 00 weekly possible working at 
home Start immediately Write 
Beahn 453* Parkwood Circle, 
• ■lie, N C   28303 
PERSONALS 
Congratulations DIANE RAOO on 
being elected SPJ President. You 
will definitely en|oy the totally-new 
office  you'll hold for  the rest ot 
1»»0   
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON  
The school year is almost over but 
you still have one more Wednesday 
to party with your friends & have a 
great time. June 4fh at Dixie. $.50 
admission donated to charity gets 
you m the door & sets the stage for 
a great time 
Res, Paddy Murphy is finally here 
& I'm more than psyched for it. 
We're gomg to have the BEST time 
(as usual!) Love always. Spunky, 
Wimpus   or   J.L.F.    (take   your 
fc&U  
To all the Delta Gammas who care 
so much I love you all, thanks for 
being so special It's great to be 
back. L.l.T.B. Lad.  
Tekes are the greatest. We're 
psyched to go active. Chad, Rob & 
Moose  
The Phi Psl's & DG's present 
"High Society" at the Bath Tub 
Race Beerblast, tonight 8 12, NE. 
COMMONS  
The Sigma Nu Llf Slsses con 
gratulate Judy Adams tor being 
chosen    as    1980    Sigma    Nu 
Sweetheart.  
EMPA sponsored garage sale. 615 
Lorraine. Frl. 30th 10 a.m. 7 p.m. 
Sat. 3lst 9 a.m. S p.m.  
Black Researcher needs black 
couples presently involved in a 
relationship. The protect involves 
studying communication. Couples 
will be paid $10 for their partlcipa 
tion. Approximately 1 1/2 t\r dura 
tion     Call    Psychology    Dept. 
372 2301.  
NOTICE: 
There will be a $5 service charge 
on all checks returned to 
Pisanello's Pizza.  
Congratulations Dan Steinberg on 
being selected Sigma Nu's "Man of 
the Year." Love, the HI' Sisses 
Monday, June 2 is the last day to 
sign up to be a pre reg volunteer. 
Stop by 405 Student Service or call 
372 2843 to loin the ranks of those 
who care...  
The school year is almost over but 
you still have one more Wednesday 
to party with your friends & have a 
great time. June 4th at Oixie. $.50 
admission donated to charity gets 
you in the door & sets the stage for 
• arm time, 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Scott Fialkono. 1 
Paddy Murphy has finally come. 
it's time to have a little fun. 
You'll get pimped 
at the session 
Cuz Bowl will make 
a big confession: 
All your secrets he will fell, 
about the "slave" 
he'll give you hell. 
But don't worry; 
take another shot. 
Have a beer 
and smoke that ••-. 
'Cuz in your head 
all the while 
you'll know why 
you war that wniit| 11  
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON  
Fox Congratulations on Beta Lil 
Sis President. I knew could do It. 
You're the best roomie tool Love, 
Stretchy  
We thank you Frank Angella & Dan 
Healy for your GREAT job as 
Pledge Educators... your pledge 
class. 
Join the party at Renee's, June 2, 
with WFAL. Bus service, beer 
specials. WFALthe AM that Isn't. 
To the Lucky Men of BGSU who 
have been invited to 3rd Highs 
Crush party...the women of Bat 
chelder are ready to get wild Sat. 
night are you I??  
KARIN. WHAT CAN I SAY 
YOU'RE THE BEST, THERE IS 
NO FINER MEIN HERTZ 1ST 
DIEN SCHATZ. HAPPY 21st BIR 
THDAY. LOVE, DAVE  
Cralg  &   Kim-Congratulations on 
your Sigma Nu Alpha Phi pinning. 
Good luck & see you at the Pond. 
The Brothers.  
Congratulations Eileen A. Bob on 
your ADPi Phi Dett lavaliering. 
We knew it would happen eventual 
ly! Love, the sisters of Alpha Delta 
PL  
Rand, the candle went & when it 
came to you 6. you went achew I 
knew the candle passing was 
meont for you. Congratulations 
Kim 8. Craig on your Alpha Phi- 
Sigma Nu lavaliering. Love, Mary 
Beth.  
Listen to a full hour of YES on the 
Artist Profile, Sun. at 10:00 p.m. on 
WFAL. 680 AM  
Phi Taus: The Goo Phoo Boos are 
ready    for   the   best   tea   of   the 
To Karen Heckett I'm so excited 
to have you as my little I'm really 
looking forward to the crazy times 
we're going to have together! 
Welcome to the family Gamma 
Ph. Love, B.g SiV 
Christie. Missy, Terry & Annie- 
congratulations on "springing" In 
to your Delta Gamma initiation 
we're so proud of you! The Sisters 
of Delta Gamma.  
WANTED.  
l M  needs off campus housing for 
80 81   school   yr    Prefer   close   to 
campus. Call Andy 2 1680. 
1 or 2 F. rmtes. for 80 81 school yr. 
Call 372-SM8.  
1 F rmte. needed for Summer. 
Haven House. $135 whole summer. 
J54 1763.  
F to subls. apt for Summer 1980 
Apt. is next to Kreischer quad. Call 
Deb 2 1115 or Ellen 2 3812,  
1 or 2 M. to share 3 bdrm. contem 
porary home tor summer 8./or 
next school yr Looking for quiet, 
serious students or professional 
person who would like a very plea 
sant living situation. Call 352 4852 
evenings.       
1 person needed to summer sublet 
effic apt Great location 824 E. 
Wooster   Util   pd. air cond. Price 
negotiable  Can 352 1239.  
F. grad student looking for M. or F. 
rmte. to share her own apt. or 
move in with him or her. Starting 
now if possible thru 80 81 sen. yr. 
Call early in am or late pm. 
354-1551.  
F to share apt. for Summer, own 
bdrm 895 mo. Share elec. 352 7779. 
F. rmte. needed for Summer Apt 
on 2nd St. Call 354 1533.  
2 F. need housing for 80 81 school 
year. Call 352-8326.  
2 F. rmtes. needed for Summer 
Qtr $40 each & util. Call 372 0132 
M, T, R, F btwn9-30 10 30 a m 
1 bdrm. apt. for school yr. 80-81. 
Must have garage. Reply on cam 
pus box 1468.  
M. student seeking housing lor 
8081 sen. yr. Close to campus. 
Eric, call collect, (312) 546-3659 
1 F. rmte needed for 80 81 sen yr. 
Close to campus $130 mo. util in 
dud. 352-4969 
1 F. rmte. needed Sum. Qtr 2 
bdrm. to share with 3 others. $165 
Sum.    plus   elec.    Call   2 3124   or 
2 3224.  
1 F. rmte. Sum. Qtr. Own room, $60 
8, util. Call 354 1175.  
1 M. rmte. needed to share 2 bdrm. 
house in Gypsy Lane area. $100 mo. 
Call Ken after 6:30, 352-2310. 
HELP WANTED  
If you are tired of the same old 
summer |Ob & want something dif- 
ferent for the summer, maybe we 
can help. Last year over 5000 
students nationwide averaged 
$4000 m earnings lor the summer. 
If you are willing to re locate 8. 
earn while you learn, call 352-8854 
A an interview time will be set up 
for you. Interview today at 10:00 
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. Capital Rm. 3rd 
floor Union. Casual dress. Please 
be on time. 
FOR SALE 
2 1/2 by 2 ft. refrigerator $150. 
Great for dorm use must sell. Call 
372 3417. 
Phase Linear 400 power amp. 210 
watts RMS per channel at 8 ohms 
asking $300. Roland DC. 50, digital 
chorus, asking $200. Call High 
Society at 354 1193.  
Give an 18" vinyl, corduroy or 
velour backgammon game to your 
graduate. Very reasonable prices. 
352 2818. ____ 
Refrigerator   Twice the size ot a 
rental, 870. Dan 372-5056.  
'68 Olds Cutlass, needs some work. 
Best offer 353 3305 
Need a car for summer? Buy my 
1973 AMC Javelin, 16 mpg & in very 
good cond. For more info, call 
372 5280 6. ask for Plane.  
22" B8.W portable TV with roll 
around stand Call 352 7844 after 
5Jft  
FOR RENT 
1 F. rmte. for 80 81 2 bdrm. util pd 
Nicest apt. In BG CLose to Unlv 
Sue 352 1770.  
House. Summer & or Fall. Close to 
campus. 2 bdrms. Washer/dryer. 
Reasonable rates 352 8077.  
Attractive, clean 2 bdrm. turn, 
house. Summer. Close to campus. 
353 3855.  
2 bdrm. turn. apt. avail. June 15th, 
352 2356.  
Reduced Summer rentals. 1 bdrm 
furn. apts Call after 4 pm 352 5640. 
Applications will be accepted for 
198081 Entourage. Contact Wood 
County Big Brothers Belfry Div. at 
352 2280 Ask for The Walker. Only 
little sisterly type apply. 
Opportunity for 7 Summer School 
students. MUST be eligible for 
work study. Job is for 1st 5 wks. on- 
ly. 10/hr. wk. Assisting students us- 
ing the Career Study Library. 
Please contact Susan Brush Harr, 
Counsel!no/Carter Pev. Cfr. 22081. 
Summer job wanted, born again 
Christian students to write 
religious script for merrionettes & 
other puppets. Preferably from BG 
Drama Dept but not necessary 
Send inquiry to PO Box 93 Findlay, 
Oh 45840 with /our phone number 
Sec't./recep. Must be good at 
record   keeping   8.   proficient   at 
answering telephone. 40 hrs./wk. 
Benefits Ph. 669 3208 Won Fn 8 4 
Atk for Ed or Tom.      
Summer Job at GM, Chrysler, 8. 
Ford. FORGET IT!f Full time 
summer work with national com- 
pany not affected by job lay off due 
to recession. If interested, $3,000 
this summer & wish to travel out 
side of Ohio call 352 8854 for inter 
view times 8. details.  
Apt   June 15 Sept   15. Behind the 
Source.  $150 mo.   1  or 2  F.  only 
372 5761 or 372-4512.  
Furn. apt. util pd. Walk to campus. 
$175 mo   Ph   354 1775, '_ 
SUMMER APARTMENTS: 2 
BDRMS 570 E. REED, S07 E. 
MERRY & 525 N. ENTERPRISE 
(DUPLEX). CALL ALBERT 
NEWLOVE 352-5163. __ 
Summer apt. 831 7th St. Furn. $400 
entire summer. John Newlove 
352 6553.  
Apts., houses & rooms. Near cam 
pus.    Summer    rentals   only. 
Reasonable rates. 352 7365. 
APT. FOR SUMMER. Downtown, 
AC,  unfurn.   1   bdrm.   Best offer. 
Call evenings. 352 3426.  
Apt. 320 Elm St 2 bdrm. for Sum 
mer $520 4. elec. & deposit. 
352 7396.  
Summer turn houses for 3 & 4 peo 
pie. Close to campus $270 mo. plus 
util. $360 mo plus util Etf. June 
15 Aug 30. Call 352 7163 after 6 p.m. 
Summer apts. 2 bdrm. turn. $390. 2 
bdrm. unfurn. $350. Rates for en 
tire summer 641 Third St no. 4. 
352 4G80 after 5 p m 
Furn. AC, modern apts. 824 Sixth 
St. $400 summer, all util. except 
elec. includ Call 352 5163 or 
352 4966^  
2 bdrm. deluxe furn. apt. avail. 
May 1st Sept. ISth. 352 1730 or 
352 5661. 
2 bdrm. unfurn. 9 mo. lease $310 
mo 12 mo. lease $260 mo. Close to 
campus. Call 352 4380 after 5 p.m. 
Upper duplex, furn. Summer. Ph. 
352 0839 or 352 1032.  
CAMBODIA 
IS DYING 
TSave the 
Children 
ROLLER SKATES 
INDOOR or OUTDOOR 
High Top koto and Jogging 8 tyloo 
Jan EnttrpriMt, Inc. 
SUTU SKI CENTS 
2640 W Cwilral A**. 
ToUd., OM* 4 360* 
(419) 475-562* 
SKATEBOARDS • KE SKATES • X-C0UNTRY SKIS 
••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••*•**** 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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TIM BRADY 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY! 
1 ' J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••it* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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IT'S 
ICOMING! 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
1-800-438-8039 
Robert D. 
ROBERT D   DUNIPACE 
"OPEN DOOR" POLICY 
A County Commissioner's door 
should be open to any citizens with 
any view. Only by hearing all sides 
of an issue, can a Commissioner set 
sound public policy. 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
The Board of County Com- 
missioners should provide support 
for the operations of the county's 
Senior Programs which serve a large 
number of our citizens. 
COOPERATION 
Officials of villages, townships 
and cities of Wood County shall 
receive the cooperation of the Board 
of County Commissioners in matters 
relating to common concern—an 
open minded policy in this important 
area must be re-established. 
DUNIPACE 
STANDS FOR 
ORDERLY & PLANNED GROWTH 
The Board of County Com- 
missioners must assume the 
leadership that will ensure the 
county's growth be in an orderly and 
planned manner. 
PROFESSIONALISM 
IN COUNTY BUSINESS 
Professional capabilities, sen- 
sitivity to the public and courtesy 
should be required of all county 
officials-elected or appointed. 
FISCAL INTEGRITY 
& RESPONSIBILITY 
The Board of County Com- 
missioners must maintain fiscal 
integrity, to the end that each citizen 
shall know and expect that funds, 
available from whatever source, to be 
utilized in an economical fashion. 
Endorsed By 
The Wood County Democratic Party 
The Wood County Democratic Club 
We Support Bob Dunipace 
Alvin L Perkins Louis Bauer, Jr. Jack Smith 
Sheilah Fulton Marlene Purdy Judy Lashaway 
Dr. Charles A. Barrel! Lee Purdy Larry Smith 
Roger Anderson Al Newlove Dr. Bruce Edwards 
Rachael Graham Richard A. Newlove Lester Barber 
Dr. James Q. Graham Jackson L. Miller Susan Barber 
Elizabeth Graham Shirley Miller Art Neal 
Joyce Kepke Allen R. Baldwin Jo Neal 
Dr. Kenneth Rothrock Warren J. Lotz H. Theodore Groat 
Jane Coller Delarbe'r Lou Lotz Claudia Fisher 
Robert Delarber Steve Melchi Dr. Jerry Wicks 
Ken Ault Stacey Pellegrlno William Roberts M.D. 
David G. Wlllmarth Dr. David C. Roller Dr. Harry Gyman 
Joseph Corral Judy Roller Dr. Peggy Giordano 
Dr. Bernie Sternsher Patrick Crowley Virginia Magada 
Myron Chenault Suzanne Crawford Robert Wolfe 
Patricia McGlnnls Bus Rojewskl Dr. Michael Marsden 
Rodney Noble Steven Miller George Pate 
Dr. Joseph Kivlln 
A Real Democrat... 
A County Commissioner We Can Be Proud Of. 
Wood Countians for Dunipace, Gertrude Carpenter, 
Treasurer, 11920 Middieton Pike, BG, O. 
elsewhere, May 30, 1980 The BG 
These are the best and worst of times for Carter 
Makes triumphant campaign appearance...   ...but gas tax is set back again by House 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - President Carter launched 
his re-election campaign yesterday with claims the 
nation is 'turning the tide" in the solution of foreign and 
domestic problems. 
Followed by a flock of more than 150 cameramen and 
reporters, Carter appeared before a cheering, flag- 
waving crowd of several thousand at a downtown rally. 
Almost at the same time, former California Gov. 
Ronald Reagan, the frontrunner for the GOP 
presidential nomination, was speaking at a similar rally 
outside Ohio's Statehouse, six blocks away. 
Carter likened the late start of his formal campaign to 
the late President Roosevelt's in 1944, "when he said he 
was 'not going to campaign but will correct any 
errors.'" 
THE TIME has come, he said, "to set the record 
straight." 
He didn't say who had been distorting the record, but 
apparently meant Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, his only 
rival in Ohio's June 3 primary. Kennedy has been hit- 
ting the administration hard recently in economically 
blighted areas of northeast Ohio. 
At the start of his speech, which lasted about 20 
minutes, the president indirectly referred to his long 
isolation in the White House, precipitated by the taking 
of the American hostage in Iran. 
"I've been waiting a long time for this moment," he 
said. 
WITH regard to the economy, the president said the 
United States, in the last five years, is the only nation 
among its major allies to cut oil imports by 5 percent. 
He said the United States is also the leader among those 
same nations - Great Britain, West Germany and Japan 
- in productivity per worker. 
And he said that under his administration during the 
last three years, nine million new jobs have been created. 
He stressed that "350,000 of those jobs have been right 
here in Ohio." 
Carter also said the nation is making progress on 
energy, and soon will have for the first time "a national 
energy program." 
REFERRING to energy legislation recently approved 
by Congress, Carter said "it's going to be bigger than 
the space program, the Marshall Plan, and the in- 
terstate highway program put together," he said. 
Carter has been criticized in Ohio because of federal 
environmental restrictions his adversaries blame for the 
loss of thousands of coal mining jobs in the southeastern 
part of the state. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House dealt President 
Carter's embattled dime-a-gallon gasoline fee another 
setback yesterday, paving the way for Congress to attach 
a measure calling for repeal of the fee to a bill needed to 
extend the government's borrowing authority. 
The House voted 312-74 to reject ground rules for con- 
sidering a 30-day extension of the debt ceiling that would 
have barred an amendment to strike down the fee. 
The vote means that fee opponents will be able to at- 
tach repeal to the debt limit extension, a measure needed 
to enable the government to continue paying its bills. 
The House action circumvents the strategy of the 
Democratic leadership to keep the repeal issue off the 
floor. 
FEE opponents hoped that by linking repeal to the debt 
limit bill, Carter would be effectively prevented from 
casting a threatened veto. A similar effort is under way in 
the Senate. 
Rep. Robert Bauman, R-Md., a leading House conser- 
vative, urged the House to allow the repeal amendment. 
The 10-cent-a-gallon fee was to go into effect on May 15 
but it was blocked by a federal judge who ruled that 
Carter had overstepped his authority in imposing it on 
gasoline instead of just on oil imports. 
The administration is appealing that decision. 
THE tax-writing House Ways and Means and the 
Senate Finance committees have voted by wide margins 
to dump the import fee. 
The White House urged Congress to hold off on the 
measure until the matter is decided by the courts. 
House speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, supporting Carter, 
said he would use whatever tactics he could to delay a 
vote on the measure. 
THE DEBT limit bill would extend the government's 
$879 billion in borrowing authority for 30 days to give the 
House and Senate time to pass a higher ceiling as part of 
the 1981 budget. 
Bauman was joined in the anti-fee maneuver by Rep. 
Anthony Toby Moffett, D-Conn., a liberal opponent of the 
fee. 
The anti-fee move was opposed by Rep. Richard Boil- 
ing, D-Mo., chairman of the House Rules Committee. 
Critics of the fee contend that it would not save that 
much imported oil while bringing an unfair price rise to 
those least able to afford it. Eastern liberals and oil-state 
conservatives formed a coalition in opposition to the fee. 
Way clears for equipment sales to China 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a 
historic move, the Carter ad- 
ministration yesterday cleared the 
way for the first sales of military- 
related equipment and technology 
to the communist government of 
China. 
Defense Secretary Harold Brown 
made    the    announcement   after 
extensive talks with Chinese Vice 
Premier Geng Biao. Brown said the 
U.S. government had approved 
export license applications for a 
wide range of equipment such as air 
defense radar, helicopters and 
communications gear, and the sale 
of computers. 
Brown and Geng stressed that the 
Remember Your 
1980 Graduate 
By Wishing Them Luck 
Through A 
.G. News Graduation Special! 
$3.00 Each 
Apply at 106 University Hail. 
actions are significant in what they 
described as a "step-by-step 
relationship" between the two 
superpowers, which once were 
enemies on the Korean battlefield. 
Brown emphasized the moves did 
not represent the beginnings of a 
formal alliance between the 
countries, although he said "the 
People's Republic of China and the 
United States are friends." 
HE noted the landmark approvals 
do not involve the sale of weapons 
or arms. Other defense officials, 
speaking anonymously, said such 
sales are not under consideration. 
Jordan wounded by sniper fire 
FORT WAYNE, bid. (AP) - Ver- 
non E. Jordan Jr., president of the 
National Urban League, was 
seriously wounded by a sniper arm- 
ed with a rifle early yesterday as he 
returned to his motel in a car 
driven by a female civil rights 
worker. 
A police spokesman said the am- 
bush by a gunman lying in wait in a 
grassy area near the motel was "a 
possible domestic-type thing." 
"We're looking at that more than 
anything else," said Dan Gibson, 
police public information officer. 
GIBSON said police in this in- 
dustrial city of 175,000 were not rul- 
ing out the possibility it was a 
racially motivated assassination 
attempt, but the Justice Depart- 
ment said the initial evidence in- 
dicated it was not. 
The 44-year-old Jordan, one of 
the nation's most prominent civil 
rights leaders, was shot in the back 
about 2 a.m. as he stepped out of a 
car driven by a 36-year-old 
divorcee who is a volunteer with 
the Fort Wayne Urban League. 
He was listed in satisfactory con- 
dition at Parkview Memorial 
Hospital after four hours of 
surgery. 
MAYOR Winfield Moses said two 
and possibly three shots were fired 
at Jordan from a grassy area 
alongside nearby Interstate 69. The 
mayor said police recovered a 
.30-06 shell in the grass and another 
slug embedded in the parking lot 
where Jordan fell. 
The grass in the hideaway was 
matted, Moses said, "indicating 
the person had been there quite a 
long time." 
No. 1 
MANAGEMENT 
Preferred Properties Co. 
Houses, Apis., Efficiencies 
Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s 
Cherry Wood Club 
Office daily Mon.-Fri. & 
Sat. afternoon in May 
We are Bowling 
Green's Oldest 
and Finest Pizzeria 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
352-5166 to$ 
Congratulations to 
Ron 
Stephcnson 
on Winning the 
1st Annual 
Kappa Sigma 
Shopping Spree 
A MASTERPIECE 
OF MODERN HORROR 
*«tffl 
'•?•« 
•        ••••••••••••••••        A 
W/f     Wonted     V..** 
•£••*      Salespeople 
Beginning Fall Quarter 
2 J  * Need Car. 
••  • Freshman, Sophomore 
2! Junior standing. 
•• Apply at 106 
•• University Hall. 
J2 Deadline Thursday, June 5th. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••»V 
•••••••••••••••••••••A** 
•• 
Summe* Leases 
(10 Weeks) 
Furnished 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Forest Apts. $500 
853 Napoleon  Rd. 
Luther Apts. $450 
733 Manville 
Pendleton Realty 
319 E. Wooster St. 
Phone: 353-3641 
GRADUATION 
CARDS 
Creative Excellence 
is an American Tradition . . . 
DORSEY'S DRUG 
500 E. Wooster 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 
352-7693 
"BY THE TRACKS" 
BASED ON TM( NOVEL B» 
SCREENPl>» 8» PRODLCtO ASD f> RE CUP 8" 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
nuiuuui*UULHIIMWIN     V»L KWTWCW ♦   i lit MOM   R-^ffiil 
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WORLD PREMIERE MAY 23 
NEW YORK and LOS ANGELES 
AND FROM JUNE 13 
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
8 The BG News May 30, 1980 
sports 
Frustration follows BG golfers'finish 
Team captain Gary Lust heaved his 
golf clubs down on the pavement, de- 
jectedly took off his golf shoes and 
retired to the team van where he sat 
without saying a word. 
The mood was frustration among 
Bowling Green men golfers following 
their disappointing fifth-place finish 
in the Mid-American Conference 
championship tournament in DeKalb, 
ni. 
They had just completed a season 
where not one tournament finish was 
an improvement over last year's per- 
formance. 
"I PLAYED like a spastic out 
there," freshman Brad Turner said. 
"I'm glad that's over," Wayne 
Smith said. 
It was almost an expect ed finish for 
the Falcons whose previous best tour- 
nament finish was third in the Falcon 
Invitational. Last year when the 
Falcons placed third in the MAC, they 
entered the tournament with two 
tourney titles and two third-place 
finishes under their belts. 
"We never played well going into 
the MAC (championships)," Smith 
said. "If we had won one tournament 
earlier in the year, it would have 
helped." 
The Falcons played in the Northern 
Intercollegiate tournament the week 
before entering the MAC champion- 
ships. In that tourney, BG was sailing 
along with rounds of 387,382, and 384 - 
good for sixth-place in the 16-team 
tournament going into the final 18 
holes. In the final round the Falcons 
failed to seize what could have been a 
spirit-lifting finish going into the MAC 
championships. 
THEIR 399 round dropped them into 
a tie for seventh place and left them in 
the unencouraging position of having 
to forget what happened in the tourna- 
ment and look forward to the MAC 
championships. 
sideline 
Geoff Haynes 
stall reporter  
The individual bright spots that 
emerged through the season were 
what the Falcons hoped would surface 
in unison in the MAC championships. 
Smith's solid golf through the year, 
John Spengler's driving ability and 
previous hot rounds (68 in the Falcon 
Invitational) and the steadily improv- 
ed play of traditional late-starter Lust 
were what the Falcons hoped would 
fall together. 
But the six-man lineup for the MAC 
tournament, which was finalized only 
a week earlier, never got in gear and 
had to settle for a low Mid-American 
finish. 
COACH JOHN Piper had gone 
through nine golfers and eight tour- 
naments before he arrived at his six- 
man choice for the league champion- 
ship tournament. 
The Falcons entered the season 
with three members from last years' 
team that competed in the MAC 
championship and a strong crop of 
freshman, making BG a favorite for 
the conference title. But Piper said 
the depth in this year's team may 
have been counter-productive. 
"Maybe the depth was an unsettling 
factor," Piper said as he pondered 
over the season. "I think maybe we 
didn't have enough practice time for 
putting and chipping because I was 
too busy working with the 
challenges." 
Because of the amount of equally 
talented individuals on the team, 
Piper uses weekly challenge matches 
between team members to provide 
those who are playing well a shot at 
cracking the lineup. 
Next year, Piper said he may 
change the qualifying match from 36 
holes to 18 holes. He said he is also 
considering choosing the top six 
golfers in the lineup earlier in the 
year, based on their summer and fall 
golf performances. 
"It was a little frustrating," senior 
Tim Lindemann said of the season. "I 
had a lot of expectations of a super 
season and a lot of high finishes. We 
had the players to do it." 
"It was just something that happen- 
ed," he said. "You just hope you can 
figure out what went wrong and try to 
get the golf program in Bowling Green 
back to where it belongs." 
Piper's changes for next year came 
too late for graduating seniors 
Lindemann and Lust and for imported 
Australian Smith, who said he will 
transfer after this school year. 
Smith said he plans to transfer to a 
southern university where he feels he 
will have the chance to play against 
more of the type of competition he 
would meet on the PGA tour. To play 
on the tour is a goal of Smith's. 
PIPER FEELS he may have the 
problems that plagued his Falcon 
team arrested. If limiting the length 
of challenge matches between team 
members and picking the team lineup 
earlier in the year are the solutions, 
the Falcons could be back in the MAC 
title race next year. 
The game of golf, however, is a 
mental one and the problems facing 
the talent-laden Falcon team may not 
be that easily overcome. 
Just as you can not "outmuscle" or 
" outhustle" your opponent in golf like 
you can in other sports, the problems 
affecting the golf team may need to be 
dealt in a different way. 
Bair finally getting respect 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Doug Bair 
spent six years in the minor leagues, 
and his fame didn't exactly precede 
him. 
He knew he was in trouble when he 
reported to one training camp and the 
clubhouse man asked, "Who are 
you?" 
It wasn't until Bair landed with the 
Cincinnati Reds two years ago that his 
career really started to look up. 
Bair, a BG graduate, spent his first 
two years of professional baseball in 
the Pittsburgh Pirate organization at 
Salem, Va., and Waterbury, Conn. He 
was promoted to the Pirates' Triple-A 
club in Charleston, W.Va., but 
languished there for five years. 
ONCE, after the 1974 season, the 
Pirates released him conditionally to 
the Detroit Tigers. 
"I reported to Lakeland, Fla., Tiger 
training camp in the spring of 1975 and 
walked into the clubhouse," Bair said. 
"Who are you?" the clubhouse man 
asked. 
"Doug Bair." 
"Who?" 
"DOUG BAm. You obtained my 
contract over the winter," Bair said. 
"Oh," the man said. "Well, let's get 
you a uniform." 
Bair was issued a musty No. 72 
uniform from an old trunk.There was 
no name on it, although every other 
player in camp had a personalized 
jersey. 
"Obviously, they weren't expecting 
me," Bair said. "I pitched 3 1-3 inn- 
ings in their first spring exhibition 
game, then not again until the last 
game, two-thirds of an inning. 
General Manager Ralph Houk called 
me in and said, 'We can't use you.'" 
BAIR'S contract was returned to 
Pittsburgh, and he spent two more 
years at Charleston before going to 
Oakland for a season and then to Cin- 
cinnati in 1978. 
While Bair got his first major 
league chance with the Oakland A's, 
he wasn't there long enough to regret 
moving to the Reds. 
"Things got completely out of hand 
there in Oakland," Bair said. "Some 
veterans were showing up 10 or 15 
minutes before game time, putting on 
their uniforms and going out to play. 
Believe it or not, though, I had 
fun...really had fun. 
"I was single. I worked on my '57 
Chevy all day and went to the park at 
night. There was no offense and no 
defense, so it was me against the other 
team." 
That winter, the Reds tried to pur- 
chase pitcher Vida Blue's contract 
from Oakland, but the deal was quash- 
ed by baseball Commissioner Bowie 
Kuhn. 
The deal was finally completed, 
with Bair coming to the Reds instead 
of Blue, and Bair finally found a 
niche; in two seasons with the Reds, 
he's made 139 appearances, saving 44 
games and winning 18. 
sports briefs. 
Ritter leads 
Bowling Green's Joe Ritter leads an 
11-man field at the halfway point of 
the decathlon in the 55th annual Cen- 
tral Collegiate Conference Champion- 
ships which began yesterday at Whit- 
taker Track. 
The decathlon will conclude today 
with the remaining five events (the 
110-meter high hurdles, discus, pole 
vault, javeling and 1,500 run) beginn- 
ing at 11 a.m. Other meet events will 
begin at 3 p.m. The meet runs until 
Saturday. 
With 3,379 points, Ritter's total is 18 
ahead of Penn State's Walter Happell. 
Ritter placed first in the long jump 
(6.96 meters) and shot put (11.71 
meters), fourth in both the high jump 
and 400 dash and sixth in the 100 dash. 
BG's Kelly Lycan is in fourth place 
with 3,154 points, ahead of teammate 
Fred Morrison, who resides in seventh 
with 2,993 total points. Morrison won 
the high jump with a leap of 1.97 
meters. 
UM,NDto 
join CCHA 
The University of Michigan and 
the University of Notre Dame, two 
institutions with long-standing 
hockey programs, have withdrawn 
from the Western Collegiate Hockey 
Association and will join the expan- 
ding Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association, effective the 1961-82 
season, Fred Jacoby, CCHA com- 
missioner has announced. 
The admission of the two teams br- 
ings the league's membership to 
nine. The association currently con- 
sists of Bowling Green, Ferris State, 
Lake Superior, Miami, Northern 
Michigan, Ohio State and Western 
Michigan. 
SPRING CLEARANCE 
******************************** 
A / 
^J^    UP TO 
PLUS '1 OFF ON ALL *3 POSTERS 
ALL SALES FINAL 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
530 EAST WOOSTER 
ALL SALES FINAL 
CENTRAL COLLEGIATE TRACK 
AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIP 
Fri.-Sat. May 30-31,1960 Maker Track - BGSU 
20 of the finest collegiate track teams in the midwest will compete 
in Bowling Green this weekend. Don't miss any of the action! 
Events begin Fri. at 1:00 p.m. and Sat. at 11:00 a.m. 
AT LAST A SUMMER JOB 
THAT DOESN'T INTERFERE WITH 
YOUR SUMMER VACATION. 
Whichever days, whichever weeks you preter to 
work. Norrell Temporary Services will do the best 
we can to accommodate your summer schedule 
We've got temporary positions in many fields 
And they're all good jobs, with good pay and 
good places to work. 
What's more, you're never obligated to Norrell 
There's no contract to sign. No lee to pay 
So. this summer, il you'd like to spend some time 
away from work—and still have some money to 
spend-contact Norrell at the location below 
We'll work you into your schedule, not ours 
BEDFORD HEIGHTS. OHIO 
5333 Nnrlhfirld Road 
(2611 6337601 
CLEVELAND. OHIO 
33 Public Squire (216) &79-0005 
EUCLID. OHIO 
262SO Euclid Ava.       (2161 261-7117 
ROCKY RIVER. OHIO 
2054& Centre K idir Road 
(216) 331-1176 
INorrell 
TwroKAHY sumcts 
MONDAY NIGHT June 2 
LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT! 
CLEVELAND'S OWN 
IN CONCERT 
at the 
t     KENNEDY '80      \ 
We have had strong Democratic 
presidents In the past who have been 
able to work with Congress and provide 
the leadership the country needs. 
Roosevelt helped get the country out of a 
depression, Truman helped to re-build 
Europe after the war, President Kennedy 
marshalled our nation's resources to put 
a man on the moon and conquer space, 
and Lyndon Johnson set forth domestic 
priorltes and goals which he and Vice- 
President Humphrey worked to achieve. 
Senator Kennedy comes from this tradi- 
tion. He believes that a President ought 
to be in the thick of the action and that 
one man can make a difference in the 
direction and future of our country. 
Dixie Electric Co. 
An Entertainment Utility 
COME PLUG YOURSELF IN! 
Admission Only $2.00 
Doors Open at 8 o'clock 
u. 
t 
SENATOR EDWARD KENNEDY... 
EFFECTIVE     leadership in 
the White House 
paid for by members of the Campus Democrats 
i 
I*************************** 
i 
********** 
stmtm»mmig»mtgftt»« 
THE BROTHERS OF 5 
SAE 
SADLY ANNOUNCE THE 
DEATH OF 
PATRIC Q. MURPHY 
VIEWING OF THE BODY 
4-7 p.m. FRIDAY AT THE 
SAE HOUSE 
OPEN TO THE CAMPUS 
